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entropy are uniquely defined (Pauluis et al., 2010) — an important feature for defining81

moisture source regions and transport pathways unambiguously. What’s more, because82

there are fewer cancellations of moist fluxes, the moist isentropic framework should ac-83

count for a larger proportion of the total poleward mass transport.84

2 Experimental Design85

Following previous investigations (Pauluis et al., 2008, 2010; Sherwood et al., 2010),86

this study uses equivalent potential temperature (✓e) as a measure of moist entropy. ✓e87

is calculated using the approximation of Stull (1988):88
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✓
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◆✓
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p

◆Rd/cpd

, (1)

in which ✓e varies principally as a function of temperature (T ), water vapor mixing ra-89

tio (r), and pressure (p). Though the latent heat of vaporization (Lv) and the heat ca-90

pacity of dry air at constant pressure (cpd) also depend on T , because the dependence91

is weak over much of the troposphere, we choose to treat these as constant and assign92

them values of 2.5e6 J/kg and 1006 J/kg/K, respectively. Rd is the specific gas constant93

for dry air (287 J/kg/K), and the reference pressure (p0, i.e. 1000 hPa) is the remain-94

ing constant. Estimates of ✓e derived using the approximation suggested by Bryan (2008)95

were also considered, but do not alter the study’s conclusions (Supporting Information).96

For all estimates of ✓e, we use climatological values of T , p, and r. The input variables97

are derived from monthly mean output from NCAR’s Community Earth System Model98

(CESM), interpolated to a regular vertical pressure grid that assigns missing values, where99

necessary, to account for surface topography.100

To evaluate the utility of a moist isentropic framework for characterizing the source101

regions that supply moisture to Antarctica and for delineating the transport pathways102

by which this moisture moves poleward, two experiments are conducted. In the first ex-103

periment, moisture transport pathways mapped by water tracers are compared to sur-104

faces of constant ✓e. Numerical water tracers are implemented in version 5 of the NCAR105

Community Atmosphere Model (CAM5; Neale et al., 2012) for this purpose. Atmospheric106

water is tagged with its region of origin (within 10° latitude bands over the oceans), and107

this tag remains through advection, phase changes, and precipitation (Singh et al., 2016).108

CAM5 with water tracers is run within the fully-coupled Community Earth System Model109

(CESM1; Hurrell et al., 2013) in a 30-yr pre-industrial simulation (i.e. all greenhouse gases,110
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Moist entropy: an idealized framework for 
poleward moisture transport

Pauluis et al. 2008: red contours indicate southward transport

Water vapor concentration normalized by total moisture evaporated from each zonal band
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Because the geometry (and length) of 
moist isentropic surfaces depends on 
temperature, the moist isentropic 
framework (verified isotopically) 
provides a simple way to describe and 
predict changes in moisture source 
regions and transport pathways. 

Read more at 
doi:10.1029/2019GL082965
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Surface length describes total rainout and 
predicts isotopic changes seasonally

Implications for detecting changes in the 
global circulation with isotopes
If moisture flux divergence = evaporation (E) – precipitation (P),
the isotope ratio of atmospheric moisture (Rx) in zone x is given by

Rx = Ix + exp(-! dx) × Rx-1

Ix describes isotopic imbalance between local E and P

Rx-1 is the isotope ratio of the zone upstream

! is (E-P)/F, the inverse of the moisture length scale, 
and F is the moisture flux

Stream function on 
isobars 

Stream function on moist 
isentropes 

Defined on surfaces of constant moist entropy (moist isentropes), 
the general circulation collapses to a single hemispheric cell in 
which mass moves poleward from the tropics.

Water tags (CESM) show ocean evaporation 
largely following moist isentropic surfaces

Equivalent potential temperature is a typical measure of moist 
entropy and depends on 3 key variables:

Each moist isentrope (contours) defines a moisture transport 
pathway with a length that depends on the surface geometry. 

Water vapor isotope ratios (×,◇) in CESM, averaged along moist 
isentropic surfaces (colors, units K), match predictions from 
simple Rayleigh distillation (lines), as expected if poleward 
moisture transport is moist isentropic and mixing negligible (a). 

Individually, air temperature, moisture content (i.e. rainout), and 
the isotopic composition of the moisture source cannot predict 
seasonal isotopic changes (b). Shifts in moist isentropic surface 
geometry, indicating changes in total effective rainout, can (a).
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If both E-P and atmospheric moisture scale with Clausius-
Clayperon (e.g. temperature),

"!/! = -"v/v

or ! will change proportionally with the meridional wind. 

If local isotopic variations are small, the ratio of isotope ratios 
from neighboring regions will track this change.


